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Well first lets start with the title . Tournaments, here is one way to win some game cash if u win
the tournament.so far they consist of teams,4,8,16 players. u can pick any of these to be part of
yours. there can be single pump or double pump. and you can chose between all the stages
stock aka default stage to stage 3. This is what i do to insure i have a successful tournament
and one that don't take for ever to fill and have a winner declared.After i decide on if it will be
single or double pump ,and the stage suspension. and last the amount of players . . next its
time 2 offer an amount for the winner weather it be cash or car or both.now its time to post it in
the tournaments sections. i like 2 use caps for this and a unique name for it to catch someones
eye who might would not join it.,now the most important part of having a successful tournament.

i send ims to all the top hoppers in the catagory that i picked for the turney. i look at leader
borads in that class and send ims to them also. i use the hoppers that i hop agaisnt also . most
importantly i post a tread about my new turnament. this is most important . not only will it bring
players too your turney it opens dialoge for your next tourney should you chose to do another if
your bank can afford it lol.You should check your post and keep it at the top of the forum so it
gets alot of attenion and fills up quick. so this should help u get ur first turnament going. and you
know how we do it if you been on the game for a while .CERTIFIED RIDAZ luvs to win them so
whatch out have fun .p.s . a little sh__ talikning never hurts to it get cracking up in there lol. p.s.
please manage your turney dont be affaid to give the BOOT all up in some ones azz if they dont
hop in a timley manner. lol i just luv to say that. hopes this help good luck. hotta then fish
grease.
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